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The Hon Fabian Picardo QC MP
Chief Minister
In these days of Brexit’s endless narrative, I am forced
to admit to at least two of the seven deadly sins pride and envy.
Pride because the Gibunco Gibraltar International
Literary Festival, entering its sixth year, evokes a
wonderful feeling, a magic of bringing the people
of Gibraltar, our historic Rock, the most welcomed
visitors and holidaymakers and some of the world’s
best writers together in friendship with a remarkable
spirit of adventure. Envy, because we live in such a
moment of political intensity that there is nothing I
would wish for more than the time and space to lose
myself in a novel!
With Gibraltar having invested so heavily in education
over the past 30 years, our festivals – literature, music,
art and drama – are essential beacons to inspire
the wealth of local talent that exists on our almost
mythical Rock. A Rock that has been admired through
the centuries from Homer’s Odyssey, through Joyce’s
Ulysses and now by some of the very people you will
meet and engage with at the Festival.

to the British military family. Simon is delivering the
Governor’s lecture.

I am particularly pleased that the space for our
local writers within the Festival has grown steadily,
allowing artists to share and engage in their craft with
each other and the public.

From Spain we have Jesús Jiménez Suárez, and from
Morocco, Lhoussain Simour, bringing a palpable sense
of our privileged geography and its diverse culture
from all shores of the Strait right before us.

No less important is the strong educational arm of
the Festival that reaches to our students - tomorrow’s
writers and poets, our future, broadly educated
citizens.

It is a matter of pride for Gibraltar that our Literary
Festival continues to enjoy the patronage of HRH
the Princess Royal. As I have said previously, Royal
Patronage is a very powerful endorsement of the
values and aspirations that the Gibraltarian people
enjoy as a vibrant and loyal member of the British
family of nations.

Ten speakers have chosen to come back to Gibraltar
this year again including, eh, um, just a minute…
Nicholas Parsons. Repetition! A fatal flaw!
We also welcome Professor David Reynolds who is
delivering the Gibraltar Lecture.

And what a great array of writers grace our shores.
It would not surprise me if we could learn a thing or
two from Levison Wood about surviving the testing
path through Brexit. But then again, in the coming
days, you will have the opportunity to hopefully
escape the B word, for a few days at least.

Thanks to each and every sponsor. Your support is
essential and reflects well on the sense of community
that is central to our lives.

The quality and variety of our participants makes
me very reluctant to mention some speakers
and not others, but I know I speak on behalf of all
Gibraltarians in extending a very special welcome to
Simon Weston. He belongs at the very heart of the
tradition which, our many distinguished historians
participating could tell you, is at the core of the
Rock’s history and continuing spirit. Soldiers like
Simon have come to our shores, shared our sieges
and defended British democracy since the days of
General Eliott. We were there for the Falklands and
Gibraltar remains bound by history, loyalty and duty

The City of4 Gibraltar
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Enjoy the learning, the fun and serendipity of these
splendid days ahead.
All the best
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The Hon Gilbert Licudi QC MP
Minister for Tourism, Employment,
Commercial Aviation and the Port
As we approach the 6th edition of the Gibunco
Gibraltar International Literary Festival I am now
proud to say that we are becoming a benchmark
for literary Festivals around the world. The event’s
reputation as a unique experience of its kind,
is reaching far and wide and we continue to be
honoured that Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal
is our Patron.
This year’s Festival features sixty one events over
four days, offering a diverse range of subjects
and experiences. An evening listening to excerpts
from Jane Austen’s novels accompanied by music,
Robert Daws giving us an insight into the life of P G
Woodhouse, the joy of mathematics brought to life
by Johnny Ball and the mindfulness of life discussed
by Gelong Thubten are just a few of the highlights,.
We welcome back ten participants this year and I
must mention Nicholas Parsons, who is fast becoming
our resident performer with his inimitable wit and
acting talent. Our Gibraltar writers too are given an
opportunity to showcase their work in a home grown
event.

May I thank the Festival’s partners and sponsors
and in particular our principal sponsor the Gibunco
Group of Companies, for their consistent support.
The festival would not function without the hard
work that goes on all year round to make it happen.
I thank everyone involved, in particular the teams at
the Gibraltar Tourist Board, Gibraltar Cultural Services
and the Gibraltar Garrison Library.

Our schools’ programme continues apace and last
year two thousand of Gibraltar’s school children
were able to learn from many of those performing
at the Festival. I am particularly excited too that this
year the University of Gibraltar will feature greatly in
the programme. For the past few years we have also
ensured that the Festival becomes more accessible
and once again induction loops are in operation at all
the venues and, on request, a British Sign Language
interpreter will also be available.

Thank you all and enjoy!

One important element to this year’s Festival is that
leading UK radio station Jazz FM will be broadcasting
live from Gibraltar during their breakfast show from
12th to 18th November, giving the festival and
Gibraltar widespread coverage. In addition Jazz FM is
also featuring Gibraltar in the lead up to the Festival.
Join our writers, historians, musicians, mathematicians,
explorers, chefs, broadcasters and television and radio
personalities over four days of enriching the senses.
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Moorish Castle

Director’s Welcome
Nicholas Guerrero, Festival Director
I would like to extend the warmest welcome to you all
on behalf of the organising teams, our volunteers and
sponsors, without whom this wonderful Festival would
not be possible.
The Gibunco Gibraltar International Literary Festival
is in its 6th year and as time flies, it is heartening to
know that we have four days in which we can immerse
ourselves in such a wide variety of subjects, presented
by such a wonderful group of people.
Bringing together all these great minds and talent
is not simple and is made possible thanks to a hard
working team, friends, colleagues and in particular
Sally Dunsmore and Tony Byrne, our special advisors.
Once again we are honoured to thank Her Royal
Highness, The Princess Royal, who is our Royal Patron.
Our schools’ programme is second to none and we
are always so grateful to those of our participants
that take the time to visit our schools and share their
knowledge with Gibraltar’s future.
We are very grateful to our partners and sponsors, in
particular to the Gibunco Group, for their support in
making the Festival a reality. As indeed we thank you too, our audience, for your continued support.
It is important to look closely at all those that taking part and to explore their subject areas, even if they may
not be names that you might be familiar with or subjects that you may not consider.
Our participants are all experts in their fields and our festival is also an opportunity to meet people and learn
about new subjects – please do!

Nicholas Guerrero, Festival Director

Gibraltar Tourist Board
HM Government of Gibraltar
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The Garrison Library
Upper Reading Room

John J Bassadone OBE GMH
Chairman, The Gibunco Group, Gibraltar

In supporting the Gibraltar Literary Festival another
year, The Gibunco Group together with Her Majesty’s
Government of Gibraltar wishes all the international
speakers a very warm welcome and indeed a most
successful festival throughout.
I trust that they will all enjoy their stay in Gibraltar,
which houses such a varied array of cultures making us
so unique in so many ways.
I believe that it is so important that the speakers impart
as much of their professional experience and knowledge
to our community in general which will ensure
enjoyment and fulfilment. Also augmenting pride and
joy in successfully defining the true Gibraltarian cultures
to the larger regions around the world.
I once again, similarly as with all other previous years,
that we as a group have collaborated in this fantastic
festival, wish the Chief Minister of Gibraltar The Hon
Fabian Picardo QC MP, Minister The Hon Gilbert Licudi
QC MP and all other Ministries and Authorities and
indeed Mr Nicky Guererro and all others who do so
much towards the success of this festival ensuring the
main goal in providing the enthusiasm and enjoyment it
deserves and may you all share a happy and entertaining
2018 Literary Festival.
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SCHOOLS’ FESTIVAL
Jackie Mason
Director of Education
Welcome to our literary Festival 2018 a truly
wonderful opportunity where our students are
afforded the unique experience of meeting authors
and finding out what inspired them to write, how
their ideas originated and developed into stories.
This year has seen the opening of our first new
school. A state of the art building to promote
collaborative learning for our independent learners of
the future. It was fitting that the centre piece for the
first school should to be completed was the library
where today’s readers will be becomes tomorrows
leaders. As educators we strive to inspire generations
to develop a love for reading. As we read we give
wings to our imagination and enable minds to soar
and truly become free.
I would like to take this opportunity to thanks all
those that have made this literary festival possible.

Gelong Thubten

Christopher Lloyd

Kenneth Castiel
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Giordano durante

FESTIVAL SPONSORS
& PARTNERS

FESTIVAL SPONSORS
& PARTNERS

Title Sponsor

Festival Organiser

Sponsor of the Festival Programme

Sponsor of the Festival Programme

Gibraltar Tourist Board
HM Government of Gibraltar
Sponsor of the Festival Programme

Festival Newspaper Partner

#VISITGIBRALTAR

GIBRALTAR
GARRISON
LIBRARY
Sponsor of the Children’s free events

Media Partner and Series Sponsor

STRENGTH IN UNITY

Co-Sponsor of Opening Dinner
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FESTIVAL SPONSORS
& PARTNERS

FESTIVAL SPONSORS
& PARTNERS

Health, Beauty and Conference Centre

Sponsor of the Festival Green Room Drinks

Gibraltar Philatelic Bureau

Gibraltar Teacher’s Association

Official Logistics Partner

Broadcast Media Partner
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The Gibraltar Garrison Library
(Festival HQ)
The Garrison Library of Gibraltar was founded by Captain (later
Colonel) John Drinkwater, author of A History of the Late Siege of
Gibraltar, published in 1785 following the Great Siege of Gibraltar
between 1779 and 1783. Having suffered a lack of good reading
material during the siege, he realised the need for a good reading
library which he saw as a means of saving garrison officers from
‘having their minds enervated and vitiated by dissipation’. The
library how houses 45,000 books, including many rare volumes
and an excellent local history selection. The library hosts several
festival venues and the green room for authors and speakers.

John Mackintosh Hall
The John Mackintosh Hall was built and equipped by the
John Mackintosh Trust and handed over to the community
of Gibraltar in the 1960s. It provides a theatre, meeting
and conference facilities, a coffee shop and library. John
Mackintosh was a Gibraltarian born in the latter third of the
19th century into the established merchant class. He left part
of his considerable fortune to the community with detailed
instructions on how it should be used, including for the building
of a cultural centre.
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The Convent

The University of Gibraltar

The Convent was completed in 1531 and was
originally home to a group of Franciscan friars. It
has been the official residence of the Governor of
Gibraltar since 1728. The building was largely rebuilt
during the 18th and 19th centuries. Festival events
take place in the ballroom.

The University of Gibraltar opened its doors to the community
on the 21st September 2015 and formally enrolled its first
cohort of students on the 23rd September 2015. We are
excited by the opportunities this new higher education
institution will bring to Gibraltar and to the communities it
serves. The University of Gibraltar is partnering with esteemed
universities that are recognised globally for their academic
excellence, ensuring a high quality offering for students.
Our Europa Point campus provides a bespoke learning
environment at an iconic location. Our students will be taught
by local educators who understand our context and needs, as
well as by highly experienced academics drawn from different
universities across the world. We are brokering placements,
international exchanges and experiences that will prepare
our graduates for the future and provide a competitive edge
in the employment market. Our academic tuition and student
support systems have been designed to ensure that our
graduates receive awards that meet international standards
and are tailored to personal ambitions and career paths.
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Timetable at a Glance
Thursday 15 November
10.00
10.00
10.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
16.00
17.30

Michele Attias
Dr Alex Menez
Professor John Hattendorf
Giordano Durante
James Atlee
Pooky Knightsmith
The Oldie Lunch
Angus Roxburgh
Ayelet Mamao Shay
Roy and Lesley Adkins
Sir Roger Norrington
An Evening with Jane Austen

Saturday 17 November
Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
Gibraltar Garrison Library
The Convent
John Mackintosh Hall
The Rock Hotel
Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
Gibraltar Garrison Library
The Convent

Friday 16 November
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
14.00
14.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
18.00
18.00

Professor Carolyne Larrington
Pat Mills
Fernando Peire
Professor David Reynolds
Lhoussain Simour
Nicholas Parsons
Roy and Lesley Adkins
Ian Black
Simon Weston
Stephen Dixon
Robert Daws
M.G Sanchez
Dame Felicity Lott
Professor Norman Davies
Levison Wood
Julio Alberto Moreno Casas

Timetable at a Glance

The Convent
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
The University of Gibraltar
Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
The Convent
John Mackintosh Hall
Gibraltar Garrison Library
Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
The University of Gibraltar
John Mackintosh Hall
The University of Gibraltar

During events photographs will be taken that may be
used in future publicity for the festival.

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00

David Acheson
Christopher LLoyd
Sheila Hancock
Sophie Andrews
John Crace
Alison Gardiner
James Jinks
Hugo Vickers
Bettany Hughes
Christopher Lloyd
William Chislett
Guillem Balague
Jesus Jimenez Suarez
Gelong Thubten
Ruth O’Callaghan
Robert Daws
The Hon Professor John Cortes
MP & Professor Clive Finlayson

John Mackintosh Hall
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
The University of Gibraltar
Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
The University of Gibraltar
Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
The University of Gibraltar

Sunday 18 November
10.00
10.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
14.00
16.00
16.00

Kenneth Castiel
Christopher Lloyd
Lucy Atkins
Just a Minute
Brian Klaas
Christopher Lloyd
Johnny Ball
Henry Valerga

Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
John Mackintosh Hall
Gibraltar Garrison Library
John Mackintosh Hall
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent

Festival Updates
Please check the festival website regularly for details
of new speakers, events or changes.
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GIBRALTAR
GARRISON
LIBRARY

bookshop
Specialist bookseller since 1879
Situated across four floors, including the
vast Norrington Room, are a wide range
of departments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

History and Classics
Literature and Languages
Philosophy and Theology
Sciences and Medicine
Law, Economics and Politics
Fiction
Children’s
Cookery and gardening
Audio books and DVDs
Second-hand books
Rare books

worldwide book supply
Blackwell’s can offer access to 500,000 titles for
immediate despatch across the globe, whether you
are buying as an individual customer, a library or a
company. Please contact us for further details.

01865 792 792
oxford@Blackwells.co.uk
@blackwelloxford
Blackwells.co.uk/oxford
For details of our shops around the UK go to
Blackwells.co.uk

FESTIVAL BOOKSHOP
The Festival Bookshop will open for 6 days, with a wide selection of books
by festival speakers and related material. The bookshop is provided and
staffed by Blackwell’s of Oxford with logistical support by DHL.
24
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Blackwells.co.uk
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15

THURSDAY 20
NOVEMBER

Michele Attias

18
Dr Alex Menez

The Gibraltar Skull: An Updated
Historiography Of Gibraltar’s Most
Famous Fossil.

Look Inside: Stop Seeking Start Living
10.00 at The Garrison Library / £12 / £8

10.00 at The John Mackintosh Hall
£12 / £8

My book is written for those who overthink
life, have a seeking spirit, are open to new
experiences, receptive to new ideas and ready to
optimise their mindset. It is also helpful for those
who want to uncover their personal direction,
overcome personal obstacles and become more
self-motivated. The lessons in the book are not
preached but shared through stories.

Gibraltar has become synonymous with strength
and stability. Its rich military, social, and political
histories have fuelled the curiosity and input
of scholars for centuries. This includes its rich
history in the natural sciences such as geology
and palaeontology. This talk focuses on an area
of research for which Gibraltar is now widely
known: the Neanderthals and their world. Dr
Geraldine Finlayson will bring us up to speed
on Neanderthal and associated research from
Gibraltar including the Gibraltar Caves Project,
and the role of the Gibraltar National Museum
in this.

The quest to seek tends to translate into an
inability to be present, and this simply means
that you might be constantly looking towards
an outside element for your needs to be met.
This leads to an expectation of what this outside
element (money, relationship, new job) will give
you. It could be security, a sense of belonging,
connection or happiness.

Dr Alex Menez will then talk about Gibraltar’s
most famous and enigmatic fossil, the Gibraltar
Skull, about which almost nothing is known
regarding its early history. Until now. Alex’s
presentation draws on material from his
new book, Almost Homo calpicus: The Early
History of the Gibraltar Skull, to update the
historiography of one of the world’s most
important fossils that has played a decisive role
in our understanding of human origins, ancestry,
and evolution.

The book helps readers tap into their own
internal resources rather than reaching out
externally for validation from others. Becoming
more of an independent thinker and creator,
which can increase levels of self-worth, help you
connect more powerfully to yourself and attain
a greater sense of happiness, whilst still giving
you the capability of achieving internal success.
More importantly, it will help you tap into the
most powerful resource - You.
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NOVEMBER

Professor John B. Hattendorf

18

Giordano Durante

The Plagiarist in the Kitchen

The Poem I’ll Never Write

10.00 at The University of Gibraltar
£12 / £8

12.00 at The Garrison Library / £12 / £8
Giordano’s talk, titled ‘The Poem I’ll Never
Write”, will be a wide-ranging and digressive
exploration of several key themes in his work
and the creative influences behind his poems.

In June 1931, two years after Vice Admiral
Albert P. Niblack’s death, the U.S. Naval Institute
sent the original typescript of this booklet to the
U.S. Navy’s Office of Naval Records and Library,
where it was filed with other unpublished naval
histories and accounts for the 1911-1927
period. Niblack’s account remained unnoticed
for several decades until it was brought to light
by John Hattendorf.

He’ll try to answer questions like: What do
poetry and philosophy have in common? How
does poetry express the texture of life and
the surrounding culture? What do we try and
capture when writing a poem? How come an
atheist writes poems which express a nostalgia
for faith and religious ritual? Is poetry essentially
autobiographical?

Vice Admiral Albert P. Niblack’s account is
published here with additional biographical
and historical material by John Hattendorf
which, together with Niblack’s original account,
makes an important contribution to historical
knowledge about the U.S Navy’s operations
during World War One and particularly the U.S.
Navy’s role at Gibraltar.

Giordano will also describe his limitations as a
poet aiming to capture the experience of living
in modern day Gibraltar - this is the hypothetical
poem that he’ll never write referred to in the
title. The talk will end with a passionate defence
of poetry and its value in a world driven by
sound bite and cliché.
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GBC has been informing and entertaining local audiences for sixty years. It’s Gibraltar’s
national broadcaster providing television, radio and online services focusing primarily on
community affairs and entertainment.
Radio Gibraltar began broadcasting in 1958, and makes sure to be the community’s
voice and heartbeat, with presenter-led shows throughout the day playing latest hits
and classic songs interlaced with news and conversation, as well as offering a selection of
specialist shows. The station operates two services on Radio Gibraltar and Radio Gibraltar
Plus, and has consistently ranked as Gibraltar’s favourite radio station.
GBC Television has been on the air for over 55 years, providing a schedule of local
productions including news, current affairs, sport, magazine, natural history, documentary,
music and reality, as well as live coverage of major local events. The channel also includes
international programming, such as movies, drama, comedy and celebrity-driven shows.
GBC TV has consolidated its firm position as the local broadcaster amidst hundreds of
foreign channels and VOD services available nowadays.
GBC Online provides news and live & on demand audio and video programming via
the Corporation’s website, gbc.gi, and the Radio Gibraltar and GBC News apps, while
reaching thousands of viewers and listeners via its social media platforms on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram.
GBC’s team of dedicated broadcasters are committed to providing the best possible
television and radio programming possible, while remaining proud of its association with
the Gibraltar Literary Festival by being its official Television and Radio Media Partner.
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15

THURSDAY 20
NOVEMBER

James Attlee

18

Dr Pooky Knightsmith

Guernica: Painting the End of the World
12.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8

Using Poetry to Promote Talking and
Healing
12.00 at University of Gibraltar / £12 / £8

Pablo Picasso had already accepted the
commission to create a work for the Spanish
Republican Pavilion at the Paris World Fair
in 1937 when news broke of the bombing of
the undefended Basque town of Gernika. The
event was to inspire one of the best-known
paintings in the history of western art. Endlessly
reproduced, Guernica has always been the
centre of controversy, its location politically
charged, its imagery subjected to varied, often
contradictory interpretations. For the first 44
years of its existence it remained outside Spain
and its eventual arrival there was seen as a
marker of the nation’s transition to democracy.
In his illustrated talk James Attlee will trace
the genesis, creation and complex afterlife of
Guernica, its travels across Europe and the
Americas and its impact on other artists from
the 1930s to today. In 1937, Guernica sounded
a warning; that warning, Attlee will argue, is just
as relevant today.

Pooky is an accidental poet… having written a
poem a day for over three years, spanning her
journey through post traumatic stress disorder,
anorexia, self-harm, depression and anxiety, she
found that her poems helped not only herself
but others too. She found that her poems
didn’t need to be good to spark discussion,
understanding and healing; and that others
who’d never considered poetry were soon using
her poems, or creating their own, to find ways
forwards at difficult times.
Pooky will share some of her personal story
through her poems, and also provide practical
starting points for anyone interested in using
poetry as a tool for talking and healing; even if
they’ve never considered writing poetry before.
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NOVEMBER

The Oldie Lunch

18

Roy and Lesley Adkins

Robert Hardman, Harry Mount,
James Pembroke
12.00 at The Rock Hotel
£49.50

The Greatest Siege in British History
14.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8
Roy and Lesley Adkins are historians whose
books include Trafalgar and Jack Tar. Their most
recent book is Gibraltar: The Greatest Siege in
British History.

Join us at the famous Rock Hotel in Gibraltar,
a landmark institution built by the Marquess
of Bute in the 1930s, for one of our legendary
literary lunches. Sit down to a lovely threecourse meal, and then sit back and enjoy the wit
and wisdom of our three wonderful speakers:

This was the longest siege in British history.
For more than 3½ years, from 1779 to 1783,
Gibraltar was besieged and blockaded, on
land and at sea, by the overwhelming forces
of Spain and France. Thousands of soldiers,
civilians and their families withstood terrifying
bombardments, starvation and disease.
Rich in dramatic human detail, the everyday
experiences of those involved are brought to life
with eyewitness accounts. The action includes
fantastic floating batteries, a daring sortie into
Spain and the creation of Gibraltar’s very first
tunnels. The epic conflict even attracted 80,000
war tourists from across Europe, expecting to
witness the Rock’s downfall.

Harry Mount on Summer Madness: How Brexit
Divided the Country
Our editor’s first-hand account of how Brexit
damaged every politician it touched, revealing
the country’s leading backstabbers and political
fixers.
James Pembroke presents The Oldie Cartoon
Show
Cartoons are firmly bound up in the history of
The Oldie – founding editor Richard Ingrams
adored them and they remain crucial to
the magazine’s laugh rate. Enjoy the best of
genius cartoonists like Grizelda, Heath and Ed
McLachlan.

Roy and Lesley will describe the extraordinary
events that made Gibraltar the most famous
fortress in the world and a symbol of strength
and stability. A word of warning – their talk last
year on the Great Siege sold out rapidly!

Robert Hardman on Queen of the World
Robert Hardman looks into the globe-trotting
life of Her Majesty. Hardman personally knows
the monarch, and talks brilliantly about some
of her tours around the 130 countries she has
visited during her time on the throne.
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www.gibraltarlawyers.com

ISOLAS LLP was established in 1892, making it the longest established firm in Gibraltar.
Celebrating 125 years since its establishment, ISOLAS is today proud to be considered
one of the leading law firms in Gibraltar. ISOLAS is consistently ranked as one of the
leaders in the market by all the major international directories, and is ranked as a leading
law firm by Chambers & Partners in 2017. ISOLAS is proud of its reputation for combining
expert legal advice with commercial pragmatism and we are valued by our clients and
partners for being practical and confident in the advice we give, a natural consequence of
the close, partner-led relationship with the client we work to achieve.
It is our focus on our interaction with the client that, we believe, forms the basis of
our success in establishing long-term relationships with a significant proportion of our
client base. The commerciality of the advice that we provide, close attention to cost
considerations, our professional network in Gibraltar and beyond, as well as our dedication
to leveraging information technology solutions for the benefit of the client, make for
a compelling package of advantages over our competition in the local marketplace.
ISOLAS, celebrating 125 years, trusted since 1892.

Whatever’s your inspiration
ISOLAS can make it happen
Property • Family • Fintech • Corporate & Commercial • Taxation
Litigation • Trusts • Wills & Probate • Shipping • Private Client
Wealth management • Sports law & management

For further information contact: info@isolas.gi
ISOLAS LLP Portland House Glacis Road PO Box 204 Gibraltar. Tel: +350 2000 1892
Celebrating 125 years of ISOLAS
Trusted since 1892
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Angus Roxburgh

18

Ayelet Mamo Shay

Relocation: The Good, The Bad and the
Unknown!
14.00 at John Mackintosh Hall
£12 / £8

Moscow Calling
14.00 at Gibraltar Garrison Library
£12 / £8

“They must be living the life out there…. What a
dream life…!”
Indeed, this is exactly what everyone back
home was thinking about me when I moved over
to Gibraltar from Israel due to my husband’s
relocation assignment. Yet, moving to a new
place is definitely not an easy task...especially
when you move to a foreign country with your
family: you face a different language, different
culture and mentally, even different weather.
Relocation is a complex project with not so high
chances of success. There is often a huge gap
between the fantasy of starting a new life at a
new place and the reality.
Ayelet will be discussing different aspects of
the Relocation and how they affect the family
dynamics, drawing upon examples from her
novel “Relocation Darling Relocation! After the
excitement of an international move has worn
off, what does a non-working expat wife do?
When the boxes have been unpacked and the
thrills of the new culture subside, how do you fill
the days and beat the dreaded expat blues?
So if you are dreaming on relocation, currently
on relocation or have employees who are on
relocation, come and uncover the secrets of
making this a successful experience for the
entire family!

Over the past 45 years, as foreign correspondent
in Moscow for The Sunday Times and the BBC
and as translator of Tolstoy, Angus Roxburgh has
seen first-hand the crazy, exasperating beautiful
world that is Russia. He was there for Glasnost
and Perestroika, the Chechen War and the rise of
Vladimir Putin. He met three successive Russian
presidents, worked as a media consultant to
Putin’s Kremlin and was wooed by the KGB, who
decided he would make a lousy spy and expelled
him. Based on his compelling memoirs Moscow
Calling, he will talk about his Russia then and
now in conversation.

15

THURSDAY 20
NOVEMBER

18

Sir Roger Norrington

A Life in Music
10.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8
World-renowned Oxford-born conductor Sir Roger Norrington talks about his life and career in
music.
Norrington is best known for historically informed performances of baroque, classical and romantic
music. He has conducted recordings of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Berlioz, Brahms,
Tchaikovsky, Dvorak, Bruckner, and Mahler on both period and modern instruments. Among his
many career highlights are the founding of the Schutz Choir and London Classical Players and spells
as music director of Kent Opera and of the Orchestra of St Luke’s, and as principal conductor of the
Bournemouth Sinfonietta, the Camerata Salzburg, Stuttgart Radio Symphony Orchestra and Zurich
Chamber Orchestra. He has conducted First Night of the Proms and Last Night of the Proms.
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Gibraltar Business Heritage:
MH Bland Group of Companies
Established in Gibraltar as a Port Agency by Liverpudlian Marcus Henry Bland in 1810,
MH Bland & Co Ltd has an unrivalled history and tradition in Gibraltar and beyond.
Today, this heritage is firmly upheld alongside a vision of the future as the company’s
spheres of activity grow. In recent years, the company has seen a dynamic expansion of
its interests in the marine and tourism sectors. No other company in the region offers
our extensive portfolio of in-house expertise and services. MH Bland prides itself on its
extended family values and seeks to maintain its presence at the forefront of the markets
within which it operates.

Marine Division
The Port Agency is strategically located in Gibraltar, Spain, Canary Islands and Morocco
to service our clients whenever, wherever and whatever their needs; One Network – One
Solution.
MH Bland Marine Services are stevedores and operators of service vessels in the port
of Gibraltar, harnessing a wide range of assets under one control center to deliver a
coordinated and timely service. These assets include;
•
a bonded warehouse
•
stevedores
•
a fleet of harbour craft, workboats and lube-oil barges
•
a range of cranes and forklifts.

Tourism Division
Calypso Tours operates a fleet of buses in Gibraltar and specialises in creating and
delivering an imaginative portfolio of tours in Gibraltar, Spain, Morocco, Jamaica and
Cuba. The Cable Car is owned and operated by MH Bland and is a unique tourist attraction
in Gibraltar including the spectacular restaurant and private function venue: the Mons
Calpe Suite located within the Top Station.
MH Bland Travel Services is an IATA bonded travel agency which provides expert service
and advice while specialising in business travel, cruise holidays and luxury travel.
“Experience has taught us that our strength lies in our unity,” says MH Bland Chairman,
Johnnie Gaggero. “Unity as a family company, unity within the diverse but complimentary
parts of the business and unity developed with our customers over many years of
partnership. We value our reputation built over many years of commitment to service to
our clients. We are a service provider and we aim to excel at what we do by combining
our knowledge, expertise and experience in every area of business”.
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18

An Evening with Jane Austen

15

THURSDAY 20
NOVEMBER

18

Festival Opening Dinner
Festival opening dinner at the Caleta Hotel

19.30 at The Caleta Hotel / £130
The Oxford Cultural Collective is proud to present the opening dinner of the Sixth Gibunco Gibraltar
International Literary Festival, at the Caleta Hotel on 15th November 2018. Dinner will be prepared
by Matt Tebbutt, with the team at the Caleta Hotel. Matt Tebutt is the hugely popular presenter of
Saturday Kitchen, the weekly food and chat show broadcast on BBC 1.

Mary Reid, Rosie Lomas, Caroline Langrishe, Adrian Lukis
17.30 at The Convent
£20 / £16

played Dr David Shearer in Peak Practice and
has appeared in many other television and film
roles including in New Tricks, Downton Abbey
and Toast of London.

Actors Caroline Langrishe and Adrian Lukis
bring to life some of Jane Austen’s most
memorable characters by performing a series of
duologues and passages from the books. They
are accompanied by vocalists and musicians,
including harpist Mary Ried and soprano Rosie
Lomas, performing 18th-century and regencyera music that would have been heard in
Austen’s own household.

With a varied musical appetite, Mary performs as
a soloist, chamber musician, orchestral harpist,
and in the community. Solo performances
include at Wigmore Hall, Ripon Cathedral, Isle
of Arran Music, the Bowes Museum, Holkham
Hall, Hove Music Society, and the Brantwood
Young Artist Series as well as at the Moscow
Russian Harp Festival. Mary has been concerto
soloist with the Kingston Chamber Players, the
Dacorum Symphony Orchestra, the Thames
Consort, St Cecilia Orchestra in Yorkshire and
the Vacation Chamber Orchestra playing works
by Handel, Debussy, Mozart and Rodrigo.

Langrishe and Lukis take on characters including
the comically absurd Dashwoods, the passionate
Wentworth and Anne, and the notorious Mr
Wickham. They perform passages from Pride
and Prejudice, Mansfield Park, Northanger
Abbey, Sense and Sensibility and Persuasion.
The show has already performed to sell-out
audiences in Bath, Brighton and at Godmersham
Park, the former home of Austen’s brother
Edward Austen Knight.

Matt is also the presenter of Food Unwrapped on Channel 4; has filmed two series of Save Money
Good Food with fellow presenter Susanna Reid; and co-presented Market Kitchen on UKTV
with Rachel Allen, Tom Parker-Bowles and Matthew Fort. He put his degree in Geography and
Anthropology to good use as the host of Kings of the Wild on the Discovery Channel, in which he
foraged for food in amazing jungle locations around the world.
Matt was trained under culinary greats including Marco Pierre-White, Alastair Little, Bruce
Poole and Sally Clarke. For fourteen years, with his wife Lisa, he ran the Foxhunter restaurant in
Monmouthshire, where he was known as a passionate exponent
of Modern British cooking, using only the freshest locally-sourced
ingredients.
Matt has written two cookbooks, Matt Tebbutt Cooks Country and
Guilty Pleasures.

Lomas is a soprano and graduate of the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama. Her operatic roles
include American Suburban Girl in English
National Opera’s (ENO) world premiere
production of Two Boys, the two children’s
roles in Philip Glass’s The Perfect American at
the ENO, and Flora in The Turn of the Screw at
Holland Park, the Festival di Spoleto and at the
Beethoven festival in Warsaw.

Langrishe has made many film, theatre and
television appearances and is best known for
her roles as Charlotte Cavendish in Lovejoy,
Lady Anne Carmoynes in Sharpe, and Georgina
Channing in Judge John Deed. Lukis is best
known for playing Mr Wickham in the BBC’s
1995 production of Pride and Prejudice. He also

This event will last two hours including a
30-minute interval when drinks will be available
to purchase at the festival bar.
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Carolyne Larrington

Pat Mills

Read Em and Weep Read Em and Weep
14.00 at John Mackintosh Hall
£12 / £8

A ‘Game of Thrones’
10.00 at Gibraltar Garrison Library
£12 / £8

Pat describes the origins of his Read Em and
Weep series and the first two novels: Serial
Killer and Goodnight, John-Boy. They follow the
golden rule that all writers should obey: write
what you know.

Carolyne Larrington lays bare the history,
legends and mythologies that offer real-world
parallels to the vividly drawn and intriguing
world of George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and
Fire and the HBO TV show ‘Game of Thrones’.
Martin often claims that his inspirations were
the fifteenth-century English Wars of the Roses,
and Hadrian’s Wall, but in fact he has delved
much more deeply into the complex societies and
cultures of the medieval world, from Scotland to
Outer Mongolia, from Old Norse mythology to
Zoroastrianism. The TV show has brought to life
on our screens imaginative recreations of the
dense, dangerous and violent world that Martin
imagined. The ‘Game of Thrones’ phenomenon
is unequalled in capturing the imaginations of
millions of people across the world; nothing has
been seen like it since Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings.
Just how Martin, and the two showrunners,
David Benioff and Daniel Weiss, have managed
to make the politics, history, cultures and
experience of Westeros and Essos so startlingly
real to millions of readers and viewers will be
revealed in this wide-ranging talk.

He relates how the series came about in
collaboration with his colleague, artist Kevin
O’Neill, when they realized the comedy potential
of the strange world of comics publishing.
The humour was there right from the start but,
for a novel, it needed the dark impetus of crime
and punishment: thus there is a murder on
page one and from there things only get worse,
particularly with idiot savant comic editor Dave
Maudling as the protagonist.

F R I D AY 20
NOVEMBER 18

Fernando Peire

Professor David Reynolds

The Kremlin Letters
14.00 at The University of Gibraltar
/ £12 / £8

The Ivy Now - Fernando Peire in
conversation with Donald Sloan
14.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8

Cambridge historian and BBC TV presenter
Professor David Reynolds reveals some of the
secrets of Stalin’s wartime correspondence
with Churchill and Roosevelt, drawing on
new material from the Russian archives on
which he has worked with Moscow colleague
Professor Vladimir Pechatnov. The Kremlin
Letters illuminate the Big Three in novel ways –
especially Stalin’s growing skill as a diplomatist
and Churchill’s remarkable blind spot about
the Soviet dictator – and challenge us in the
era of Facebook and Twitter to think about the
essential art of communicating across cultures.

Fernando was “The Restaurant Inspector” in
Channel 5’s critically-acclaimed televison series
which ran for two seasons.
To celebrate The Ivy’s centenary, Fernando has
written The Ivy Now, chronicling the history of
The Ivy. Published in June 2017 by Quadrille
and Illustrated by artist Brian Grimwood, this
elegant, hardback book also contains dozens
of stories from The Ivy’s customers and staff,
as well as one hundred recipes from Executive
Chef Gary Lee.

David Reynolds is Professor of International
History at Cambridge and a Fellow of the British
Academy. He is author of eleven books, including
In Command of History: Churchill Fighting and
Writing the Second World War (Wolfson Prize)
and The Long Shadow: The Great War and the
Twentieth Century (Hessell-Tiltman Prize).
Many of his BBC TV documentaries are now
available on Netflix, including “Long Shadow”
and his trilogy on the Big Three leaders in the
Second World War – “1941 and the Man of
Steel,” “1942 and Hitler’s Soft Underbelly” and
“1945 and the Wheelchair President.”

The series is fact thinly disguised as fiction –
apart from all the murders, that is. And Dave’s
unhealthy obsession with fur coats. And his dead
mother appearing and ordering her reluctant
son to find her killer.
“Just finished this twisted, very funny novel
- 1st in a series by Pat Mills and Kevin O’Neill.
Brilliant skewering of 1970s kids’ comics.” - Ian
Rankin, author Inspector Rebus series.
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Ian Black

Roy and Lesley Adkins

The Battle of Trafalgar
14.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8

Contested past; uncertain future:
12.00 at The Univeristy of Gibraltar
£12 / £8

Roy and Lesley Adkins are historians whose
books include Trafalgar, Jack Tar and Gibraltar:
The Greatest Siege in British History.

The complexities of the seemingly endless
Israel-Palestine conflict are wide and deep
and even those intimately familiar with it have
little idea how, if at all, it can be resolved. The
centenary of the landmark Balfour Declaration,
the move of the US embassy to Jerusalem,
death and misery in the Gaza Strip, and Donald
Trump’s promised “deal of the century” have
all generated headlines – and anger – in recent
months. A veteran Middle East correspondent
and editor for the Guardian, and the author of
the acclaimed Enemies and Neighbours: Arabs
and Jews in Palestine and Israel, 1917-2017, Ian
Black is here to analyse the latest news from the
Holy Land and to reflect on a bitterly contested
past and an uncertain future.

On 21st October 1805, relying on the skill of
his highly trained crews, the legendary ViceAdmiral Horatio Nelson risked his 27 battleships
against the powerful combined French and
Spanish fleet off Cape Trafalgar. He wanted a
decisive battle, and the result was five furious
hours of incredible violence. Tragically, Nelson
was killed and hundreds of other lives were lost,
but Napoleon’s dream of invading Britain was
dashed.
The Royal Navy warships then fought another
hard battle for survival, as hurricane-force
winds drove them towards the treacherous
Spanish coast. The storm claimed many more
lives, and most of the captured ships were
wrecked or escaped to Cadiz.
Roy and Lesley will give an illustrated overview
of the battle and storm, highlighting the pivotal
role of Gibraltar – including the hospital,
prisoners-of-war and the Gibraltar Chronicle’s
scoop in publishing the first report of the Battle
of Trafalgar.

16

F R I D AY 20
NOVEMBER 18

Nicholas Parsons

Lhoussain Simour

How Pleasant to Know Mr Lear
14.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

Recollecting History beyond Borders
14.00 at The Gibraltar Garrison Library
£12 / £8

Broadcaster and entertainer Nicholas Parsons
presents a portrait of the nonsensical genius
Edward Lear and conveys a rounded picture of
the man’s amazing life and unusual personality.
He illustrates Lear’s remarkable fantasy world
though skillful and sympathetic delivery of his
highly imaginative and delightful nonsense
verse.

Dr Simour will be discussing his book alongside
a presentation of drawings and images entitled,
Recollecting History beyond Borders and Nass
el-Ghiwane and Post-colonial Music in Morocco.

This event is based on Parsons’ one man show on
Lear, who is best remembered for his nonsense
verse including The Owl and the Pussycat, The
Jumblies and The Pobble and The Dong with a
Luminous Nose. Parsons will give a picture of
Lear’s life, background, family and work and
deliver poems to illustrate how they arose
naturally out of the fantasy world he created to
survive the difficulties of his personal life.
Parsons has worked in every branch of show
business including serious acting, comedy
performance, stand-up and cabaret. He first
made his name in 1960s television in partnership
with fellow comedian Arthur Haynes. Parsons
is best known as the host for 50 years of BBC
Radio 4’s Just a Minute, and as presenter of
television’s Sale of the Century, which ran for 14
years. He starred in the West End of London in a
number of plays and musicals.
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Simon Weston CBE

Stephen Dixon

Love is the Beauty of the Soul
14.00 at The Gibraltar Garrison Library
£12 / £8

One Man’s Journey...
14.00 at John Mackintosh Hall
£15 / £11
One man’s journey from the front line of war,
being on the edge of death, to being a happy
and contented father, grandfather and national
treasure.

‘Love is the Beauty of the Soul’ is a collection
of poems by broadcaster Stephen Dixon.
Written over a decade they reflect joy and pain,
nature and family. A fascinating insight into the
thoughts of someone many people feel they
know through the TV screen but whose true
feelings are often held close to the heart.

Simon Weston CBE was trapped on the burning
RFA Sir Galahad after it was bombed by two
Argentine planes during the Falklands War
in 1982. He suffered burns to 46% of his body
and lost many of his comrades. He is one of the
most recognised faces of the conflict and in this
show he discusses his experiences with his close
friend David FitzGerald from the BBC. This truly
inspirational tale will take you from the most
horrific moments of the conflict to his numerous
operations, to his slow recovery of the years and
on to the public recognition he receives today.

Join Stephen as he discusses his book and life on
TV with James Neish

16

F R I D AY 20
NOVEMBER 18

Robert Daws

M.G Sanchez

Mystery, Murder and Ghosts on the Rock

From Gibraltar to Mumbai: a crash
course in culture shock and intense living
14.00 at John Mackintosh Hall
£12 / £8

16.00 at The Gibraltar Garrison Library
£12 / £8
Bestselling crime writer and actor Robert Daws
will be talking about his new Gibraltar set crime
novel, The Killing Rock. It is the third novel to
feature Royal Gibraltar police officers Detective
Sergeant Tamara Sullivan and Chief Inspector
Gus Broderick. To set the scene, Robert’s wife,
the actress Amy Robbins, will give a performed
reading of his Gibraltar set ghost story, Tunnel
Vision - a chilling tale in which Tamara Sullivan
describes a disturbing supernatural experience
that leads to the opening of a cold case on the
Rock.

Imagine that you come from one of the world’s
smallest micro-territories. And that you have a
lifelong dislike of crowds.
Now imagine that you wake up one day and find
yourself in a subcontinental megalopolis with
eighteen million residents and a population
density thirty-three times higher than central
London.
Imagine the sounds, the smells, the beeping
traffic, the overloaded commuter trains, the
monsoon rains, the luxury five-star hotels,
the extremes of wealth and poverty sitting
incongruously side-by-side.
Imagine, too, the kinds of experiences that
you will start having in the mega-city – from
contracting Dengue Fever and spending twelve
days in hospital …. to being chased by an angry
mob after a minor traffic accident … to having
an unintentionally comical face-off with a guncarrying Bombay gangster….
In this talk Gibraltarian author M. G. Sanchez
will discuss the three years he lived in India’s
financial and entertainment capital and how his
experiences in the city are reflected in his new
autobiographical tome, the incident-packed, but
shrewdly observant Bombay Journal.

The highs and lows, the laughter and the
memories from the questions that only David
can ask with answers only Simon can give. He
reflects on the experiences from people he
has met, which includes members of The Royal
Family, the Argentine pilot who dropped the
bomb and even Harry Patch the last survivor of
the First World War. Backed by original footage
from the conflict, Simon tells the tale of survival.
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Professor Norman Davies

Dame Felicity Lott
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Levison Wood

Julio Alberto Moreno Casas

The Polish Government in Exile, 1939-45
16.00 at University of Gibraltar / £12 / £8
On 4 July 1943, an RAF Liberator crashed soon
after take-off at Gibraltar airport, killing General
Wladyslaw Sikorski, Prime Minister of the Polish
Government in Exile and Commander-in-Chief
of the Polish Armed Forces. For Gibraltar, this
disaster caused a short-lived crisis, which soon
passed. But for the Government in Exile it
started a slide in its reputation and influence,
from which it never recovered. And in the wider
setting, it can be seen as an indicator of the
changing balance of power within the wartime
Allied Coalition. / The Gibraltar Disaster
spawned a mass of conspiracy theories. Many
people refused to accept that it had been an
accident, proposing instead that the General
had been assassinated on the orders either of
Churchill, or of Stalin, or even of the General’s
own subordinates.

In conversation with Julio Alberto
Il nous faut de l’amour
16.00 at the Convent / £12 / £8
Felicity Lott in conversation with Nick Higham,
talking about her operatic career and her book
of reminiscences, ‘Il nous faut de l’amour’
Dame Felicity will be taking and answering your
questions at the end of the event.

Gibraltar played a vital role in Allied operations
in the Mediterranean theatre and the disaster
coincided very closely with the start of the
nearby Italian Campaign, within which the Polish
Second Corps would win its laurels at the Battle
of Monte Cassino. Yet the slow progress of the
Western allies in Italy was to reveal serious
deficiencies in their overall strategy.

14.00 at The John Mackintosh Hall
£12 / £8

Arabia: A Journey Through The Heart of
the Middle East
14.00 at The John Mackintosh Hall
£12 / £8

This event is in Spanish
Julio Alberto will be talking to Guillem Balague
about his life and presenting his book “Nunca
recordaré haber muerto” co-written with
Consuelo Garcia Del Cid Guerra.
The book is an intimate account of this football
legend’s journey from his unstructured
childhood and an example of how to win and
achieve goals. The book tells the story of his
infancy, adolescence and his younger days
coupled with early success in the world of
football. It contains reflections on his bonhomie
and his eternal support for those less favoured. It
recognises his mistakes and he analyses these in
detail. It looks at his view of the world currently
and his constant fight with adversity, having
pushed beyond most limits. The book also looks
at his time as a player and his subsequent work
with FCB along with a list of personalities whom
he has known and are relevant to his story, who
give opinions about the player, all agreeing on
his human values that prevail in every situation.

Levison Wood is a professional explorer,
writer and photographer. Since 2014 he has
fronted four critically-acclaimed Channel 4
documentary series, in which he walked the
length of the Nile, Himalayas and the Americas
and crossed the Caucasus in From Russia
to Iran. Levison’s second book, Walking the
Himalayas was voted Adventure Travel Book of
the Year at the Edward Stanford Travel Writing
Awards and his most recent, Eastern Horizons,
was also shortlisted. His books Walking The
Nile and Walking the Americas have both been
Sunday Times bestsellers. In this engaging and
entertaining Q&A session, Levison will discuss
his brand new book Arabia: A Journey Through
The Heart of the Middle East, in which he shares
his most epic expedition yet, a circumnavigation
of the Arabian peninsula, taking in some 5000
miles and thirteen countries from Syria to
Lebanon.
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David Acheson

18

Christopher Lloyd

Absolutely Everything
10.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

Mathematics, Magic & the Electric Guitar
10.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

Join best-selling non-fiction author Christopher
Lloyd on his latest and greatest voyage
through the 13.billion year story of Absolutely
Everything! from the beginning of time to the
present day. Using a giant 8m-long timeline
as a backdrop, and his signature coat of many
pockets, Christopher will stop off at 15 defining
moments that have shaped all history – natural,
stone age, ancient and modern. Each moment is
represented by a different everyday object that
represents a theme as significant to explaining
the past as it is pertinent to determining the
future.

Why are so many people frightened by
mathematics? In this family event, David
Acheson, author of the popular bestsellers 1089
and All That and The Calculus Story, explains
why maths is full of wonderful surprises that
anyone can enjoy – from mind-reading number
tricks to helping to play the electric guitar. And
on the way, he will consider how to measure pi,
how not to prove Pythagoras’s theorem, and how
pizza can help with getting to grips with infinity.
He will even consider whether mathematics can
explain the most famous illusion in the whole
history of magic – the legendary Indian Rope
Trick. Most importantly of all, however, David
will try to show how mathematics, at its very
best, has a certain magic of its own.

“Taking a step back, is often far more valuable
than racing two steps ahead”, says the author,
who is famous for enthralling audiences all
over the world with his highly interactive talks.
“And when you take that step back and see how
knowledge connects together you’ll discover
how the real world is far more amazing than
anything you can make up!” Christopher’s
Absolutely Everything! roadshow celebrated
the launch of his new ,easy-to-read page turner
with more than 200 pictures and maps book that
steps through the history of everything for all
readers aged 9-99.

17

SATURDAY 20
NOVEMBER

Sophie Andrews

18
Sheila Hancock

Scarred but not broken
10.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8
An Audience with Sheila Hancock
10.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8

Sophie will talk about her childhood experiences
and how she managed to slowly recover but also
pay back to the organisations (like Samaritans)
who had helped her along the way. Her story is
one of incredible resilience and demonstrates
very powerfully that it is possible to overcome
the worst start in life. Her book Scarred was
published in 2008 and ten years on she still
received emails on a daily basis from people who
have been inspired by her words. Sophie is an
accomplished public speaker and was recently
asked to present a TEDMED talk in Palm Springs.
Her talk has now been posted on the TED site
and has received over 1.5m views. Sophie is now
writing a second book which is a novel that once
again draws on her life experiences.

Sheila Hacock will speak to Nick Higham about
her life and career with a question and answer
session with the audience.
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James Jinks

18
John Crace

Silent Deep
12.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8

I Maybot. The Rise and Fall
12.00 at Gibraltar Garrison Library
£12 / £8

‘The Ministry of Defence does not comment
upon submarine operations’ is the standard
response of officialdom to enquiries about
the most secretive and mysterious of Britain’s
armed forces, the Royal Navy Submarine
Service. Written with unprecedented cooperation from the Service itself and privileged
access to documents and personnel, The
Silent Deep is the first authoritative history
of the Submarine Service from the end of the
Second World War to the present. It gives the
most complete account yet published of the
development of Britain’s submarine fleet, its
capabilities, its weapons, its infrastructure, its
operations and above all - from the testimony
of many submariners and the first-hand witness
of the authors - what life is like on board for the
denizens of the silent deep.
Dramatic episodes are revealed for the first
time: how HMS Warspite gathered intelligence
against the Soviet Navy’s latest ballistic-missilecarrying submarine in the late 1960s; how HMS
Sovereign made what is probably the longestever trail of a Soviet (or Russian) submarine
in 1978; how HMS Trafalgar followed an
exceptionally quiet Soviet ‘Victor III’, probably
commanded by a Captain known as ‘the Prince
of Darkness’, in 1986.
In 1990 the Cold War ended - but not for the
Submarine Service. Since June 1969, it has been
the last line of national defence, with

John Crace, the parliamentary sketch writer
who coined the satirical name Maybot, takes
a wry look at Theresa May’s time in Downing
Street.
Crace dreamt up the term to describe May’s
‘malfunctioning public appearances’. He has
been following the Brexit dealings and political
machinations of the Prime Minister in his witty
daily sketch column in the Guardian.
Crace also writes the Guardian’s Digested Read
column, which takes a sideways and shortened
look at popular books of the day. His books
include Harry’s Games: Inside the Mind of
Harry Redknapp and The Digested Twenty-first
Century.

17

SATURDAY 20
NOVEMBER

Alison Gardiner

18

Guillem Balague

Brave New World
14.00 at The University of Gibraltar
£12 / £8

Story Building Workshop
12.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8
Hosted by children’s author Alison Gardiner,
a fun interactive session turning a creative
spark into brainstorm lightning. She’ll guide
you through where inspiration comes from,
developing great ideas and how to make them
totally terrific.

At the beginning, and weekly, throughout the
2016-17 season, Guillem Balague was given
unprecedented access to the training ground
of Tottenham Hotspur, shadowing Mauricio
Pochettino and his close circle, to chronicle the
words, hopes, aspirations and technical brilliance
of this most charismatic of coaches. The result,
which includes illuminating observations from
assistants and players, is his latest biography,
“Brave New World – Inside Pochettino’s Spurs.”
It is a biography in the first person, but you
can ask Guillem what that means. In fact it is a
fascinating insight into the world of Pochettino
and the pressures and challenges of being a
leading coach in today’s Premier League.

Together you’ll give life to a main character, be
it walrus prince, ninja koala, zombie porcupine
or schoolboy who draws in 3D. Anything goes. In
groups, you’ll create baddies, worse-ies, goals,
wild and extraordinary tribulations and meld
them together in a glorious mulch from which
will spring magnificent tales.
At the end, with banging new stories in hand,
you’ll be invited to read them aloud, if you would
like to. Have fun and get your creative juices
flowing. Think acorns and oak trees, dreams
given life, reality turned into magnificence by
fantasy.

Guillem will discuss this, and his other works,
peppered, as ever, with his usual witty and
revealing anecdotes about the “beautiful game”
as played at the highest level. He’ll probably
mention his own ninth division club Biggleswade
United too. Endlessly…

Great for those who love fun, imagination
explosions and the occasional polar bear. Do
you need to be fabulously creative to attend?
No, just willing to have a go, ride an idea and see
where it takes you. That ide
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Dr Bettany Hughes

18
William Chislett

Forty Years of Democratic Spain
14.00 at The Convent / £15 / £11

Istanbul, a Tale of Three Cities
14.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

William Chislett looks at how Spain has been
profoundly transformed since the 1978
democratic constitution that sealed the end of
the 1939-75 dictatorship of General Franco. Be
it economically with the creation of the world’s
second largest tourism industry in terms of
visitors, politically with a vibrant democracy that
ranks high in classifications; socially with the
greatly improved status of women or in foreign
policy, where Spain has reclaimed its place on
the international stage, the country bears no
resemblance at all to what it was like 40 years
ago. (At that time the border between Spain and
Gibraltar had been closed for almost a decade).
Spain has enjoyed an unprecedented period of
prosperity and stability. EU membership since
1986 has been very positive for Spain, one of
the most pro-European countries, as it is closely
tied to the nation’s modernisation. Spain would
like a ‘soft’ Brexit because of the strong trade,
investment and tourism links with the UK.
‘Sprexit’ is not on the cards. The two biggest
problems facing Spain now are the push for
independence in Catalonia and the stubbornly
high unemployment.

‘’I first travelled to Istanbul 30 years ago - and
was immediately enraptured. This metropolis
has been a cornerstone of the most powerful
of civilisations - and has fuelled and dashed the
dreams of women and men across millennia… As
Istanbul races up the modern political agenda,
new archaeology is allowing us, for the first time,
to piece together the full story of a brilliant and
a brutal, history-making settlement, inhabited
since 6000 BCE.”
Join award-winning historian, author and
broadcaster, Bettany Hughes, as she discusses
her latest book, Istanbul, a Tale of Three Cities.

17

SATURDAY 20
NOVEMBER

Hugo Vickers

18

Christopher Lloyd

The Story of Gibraltar
14.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

The Quest for Queen Mary
14.00 at Gibraltar Garrison Library
£15 / £11

Join Christopher Lloyd and his timeline book
called “The Story of Gibraltar” which tells the
story of the Rock from earliest times to the
present day using a fabulous 2m-long fourout timeline. The launch will be a fun evening
with stories from the book presented by
some of Gibraltar’s very own school children,
highlighting special moments in the history of
the Rock.

An illustrated talk on the life of Queen Mary
(1867-19530, The Queen’s grandmother,
and the background to the brilliant official
biography of Queen Mary by James PopeHennessy, published in 1959. When asked to
undertake this, Pope-Hennessy was reluctant,
but his brother persuaded him that it was a rare
opportunity to study royalty as ‘an endangered
species’ and to ‘establish, through close
inspection of a single life, the nature of the
phenomenon.’ So, in his quest for Queen Mary,
between 1955 and 1959 Pope-Hennessy made
his way between many royal courts, staying
with members of the Royal Family and meeting
retired courtiers and royal servants. Of these
meetings, he kept secret notes, which have
now been published to considerable acclaim.
This talk opens the doors, sets the scene, and
introduces some of the remarkably memorable
figures, met along the way.
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Jesus Jimenez Suarez

18

Ruth O’Callaghan

17

SATURDAY 20
NOVEMBER

18

Robert Daws
friends, is up early and at his typewriter beetling
away at the latest adventures of Bertie Wooster.
Or trying to, because life has an inconvenient
habit of intruding. Amongst those making
demands are a young would-be biographer who
won’t take no for an answer, Plum’s beloved wife
who wants her coffee and toast for breakfast,
and the pekingese, Squeaky and Wonder, who
want walkies.

El último viaje de Julio Verne
16.00 at The Gibraltar Garrison Library
£12 / £8

Plum juggles all these while he struggles to
finish his 1000 words a day and also chats to
his adored daughter Snorkles, and to us. He
shares intriguing tit-bits, such as how Jeeves
first entered his life, how he became addicted
to American soap operas, and why he made the
momentous decision to ignore real life in his
novels and write books that were “like musical
comedies without music”.

From Mortlake to Outer Mongolia: Poet
Ruth O’Callaghan discusses her work and
influences.
16.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

This event will be delivered in Spanish

With two new collections due out in 2018 and
several sell-out collections behind her, awardwinning poet Ruth O’Callaghan has travelled the
world writing, mentoring and teaching. Here, in
conversation with award-winning screenwriter
Gaby Chiappe, she reads from her work and
talks about the path that led her to poetry, the
people and places that have influenced her along
the way - and explains how poetry can be put to
practical use in the world. Having first visited
Gibraltar as a teenager (she got a job working
in Mount Alvernia!) Ruth is delighted to be revisiting Gib, one of the first stopping points on
the road that brought her to where she is today.

El Festival Literario Internacional (Gibunco)
me da la oportunidad de presentar mi novela
“El último viaje de Julio Verne” y exponer
mi concepto cultural de estos momentos en
Gibraltar y la importancia que este evento tiene
al más alto nivel. Creo que la ocasión lo requiere
y será extraordinaria para fomentar vínculos
literarios, sociológicos y de hermanamiento
entre los pueblos de toda la Comarca del Campo
de Gibraltar. Quiero hablar de un Gibraltar
moderno y dinámico, de como se presenta a la
sociedad en este 2018, así como del sentimiento
vivido durante tantos años vinculado a la ciudad;
de la acogida y respuesta ciudadana, Quiero
hablar de un pueblo con una identidad propia
y una personalidad singular, la peculiaridad del
Llanito, fruto de una mezcla pluricultural que lo
hacen diferente. Es necesario concienciar a las
autoridades políticas y docentes para que las
nuevas generaciones aprendan inglés y español.
lgual debe estudiarse a Shakespeare que a
Cervantes, a Charles Dickens. Federico García
Lorca, Antonio Machado, y a contemporáneos
como J.K. Rowling, Douglas Dunn o James
Fenton. En definitiva, fomentar la lectura porque
la cultura debe ser la mejor herramienta para la
paz entre los pueblos.

Robert Daws in Wodehouse In
Wonderland by William Humble
16.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8

He sings us the occasional song as well – show
tunes by Broadway legends, the lyrics all written
by Plum when he too was top of the Broadway
tree.

With
ROBERT DAWS
as
P.G. WODEHOUSE
In a performed reading of a new play
by
WILLIAM HUMBLE
Based on the life and writing of P.G.
WODEHOUSE
With music
by
JEROME KERN, GEORGE GERSHWIN, COLE
PORTER, IVOR NOVELLO.
And lyrics by
by P G WODEHOUSE

And he entertains us with much-loved
characters such as Bertie Wooster and Jeeves;
Lord Emsworth and his pig the legendary prizewinning Empress of Blandings; and Gussie FinkNottle and the squashily romantic Madeline
Bassett, who believes that every time a fairy
blows its wee nose a baby is born and who
terrifies the life out of Bertie...
All in all Plum puts on a spiffing show, dedicated
as ever to avoiding any hint of seriousness. But
persistent probing from his infuriating young
biographer reveals an at times darker story
beneath the fun.

Our play takes place in Pelham Grenville
Wodehouse’s spacious home in New York State
in the late 1950s.
At an age when most chaps have long retired
from the fray, Plum, as he’s known to family and
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Gelong Thubten

18

The Hon Prof John E
Cortes & Professor Clive
Finlayson

Staying Human
16.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

Gibtelecom provides customer
service and technical support
around the clock each and
every day of the year

Recollections and Reflections of two
Gibraltarian Naturalists

A talk by Gelong Thubten, who collaborated
with Ruby Wax on her book “How to be Human,
the Manual”.

16.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8
The Hon Prof John E Cortes MP, MBE, JP and
Professor Clive Finlayson will be presenting a
feature entitled, Recollections and Reflections
of two Gibraltarian Naturalists.

In this talk Thubten will share insights from the
book as well as advice on how meditation and
mindfulness can help us maintain our humanity
and compassion in an increasingly busy world,
particularly with the distractions of the digital
age and our increasing levels of stress.

You can depend on us.
We are committed to problem resolution and offer
24/7 support so you won’t feel frustrated when you
need to speak to someone on evenings, weekends
or public holidays.
For details on our broadband and mobile
packages visit www.gibtele.com
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SUNDAY 20
NOVEMBER 18

Lucy Atkins

Christopher Lloyd

Creepy Criminals: How to write
Suspense, Crime and Thrillers
10.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8
In this discussion-based session, Lucy Atkins
offers techniques, tips and tactics for aspiring
authors. Lucy talks about how she crafts her
own ‘noir’ fiction, exploring her writing process from plotting (or not) to researching beetles for
The Night Visitor, and getting up at 5am to write.
She will focus specifically on techniques for
creating suspense and tension - and why every
author needs them. The session will include
information for aspiring authors on how to find a
literary agent, and how to get a book published.

18

SUNDAY 20
NOVEMBER 18

Kenneth Castiel

The Complete Plays of Shakespeare with
Christopher Lloyd

The Hero and the Villain Within

10.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

10.00 at Gibraltar Garrison Library / £12 / £8

How many plays did Shakespeare write? Which
feature ghosts? Which are non-fiction and which
are made up? Celebrate the 400th anniversary
of William Shakespeare with festival favourite
Christopher Lloyd and a giant version of his
What on Earth? Wallbook of Shakespeare,
published in collaboration with The Shakespeare
Birthplace Trust. This unique voyage through
the plays of Shakespeare is suitable for all ages
and explores the world of human emotion using
different colours to represent jealousy (green),
anger (red), riches (gold), love (purple), terror
(white) and magic (black). Using a series of props
hidden inside a coat of many multi-coloured
pockets pockets, the audience explores the
world of Shakespeare as a gateway to the entire
spectrum of human nature.

Whether we happen to be a CEO, a parent or the President of the United States of America, unless
we know how to lead ourselves we will be unable to lead others. The Hero and the Villain Within
takes you on an exciting journey of self-discovery, showing you where your habits and beliefs come
from and the massive impact social conditioning has on our lives.
Society tells us that there is only one way to live, succeed, grow old, get sick and die. After a certain
point, we are told, change is neither prudent nor possible. But society is wrong. It is always the right
time to make changes and create a financially sound, physically fit and psychologically fulfilling life.
Social conditioning passed down from generation to generation forces us to participate in a collective
fiction, which often leads to limitation and fear and ultimately deprives us of our freedom.
This book enables you to win at the game of life and recapture that freedom.
Deepak Chopra said the following: “Kenneth Castiel eloquently shares in The Hero and the Villain
Within, the benefits of making lifestyle changes for a healthy body and an extraordinary and happy
life.”
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Just A Minute

18

SUNDAY 20
NOVEMBER 18

Christopher Lloyd

Dr Brian Klaas

Robert Daws, Sheila Hancock, Jan Ravens, Felix Francis
12.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8
Entertainer Nicholas Parsons brings some guests, including Sheila
Hancock, Jan Ravens, Robert Daws and Felix Francis for a special
festival version of the long-running BBC Radio 4 show Just a
Minute.
Panel members are challenged to speak for one minute without
repetition or deviation on any subject that comes up. Be prepared
for the sort of entertainment that has kept the BBC show going for
more than 900 episodes over the last 60 years.
Parsons first came to the fore in the late 50s in a comedy
partnership with Arthur Haynes. Alongside Just a Minute, he is
well known for presenting Sale of the Century and for his chat
show at the Edinburgh Fringe, which has run for 13 years. He has
presented Just a Minute for the last 50 years without a break. His
West End roles include Stephen Sondheim’s Into the Woods and
The Rocky Horror Show.

Absolutely Everything
14.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £12 / £8

Despot’s Apprentice
14.00 at Gibraltar Garrison Library
£12 / £8

Join best-selling non-fiction author Christopher
Lloyd on his latest and greatest voyage
through the 13.billion year story of Absolutely
Everything! from the beginning of time to the
present day. Using a giant 8m-long timeline
as a backdrop, and his signature coat of many
pockets, Christopher will stop off at 15 defining
moments that have shaped all history – natural,
stone age, ancient and modern. Each moment is
represented by a different everyday object that
represents a theme as significant to explaining
the past as it is pertinent to determining the
future.

Donald Trump isn’t a despot. But he is
increasingly acting like a despot’s apprentice.
Whether it’s attacking the press, threatening
the rule of law, or staffing the White House
with family members and cronies, Trump is
borrowing moves from the world’s dictators.
The president’s bizarre adoration of global
strongmen has also transformed US foreign
policy into a powerful force cheerleading some
of the world’s worst regimes.
An expert on authoritarianism, Brian Klaas is
well placed to recognise the warning signs of
tyranny. He argues forcefully that with every
autocratic tactic or tweet, Trump further erodes
democratic norms in the world’s most powerful
democracy.

“Taking a step back, is often far more valuable
than racing two steps ahead”, says the author,
who is famous for enthralling audiences all
over the world with his highly interactive talks.
“And when you take that step back and see how
knowledge connects together you’ll discover
how the real world is far more amazing than
anything you can make up!” Christopher’s
Absolutely Everything! roadshow celebrated
the launch of his new ,easy-to-read page turner
with more than 200 pictures and maps book that
steps through the history of everything for all
readers aged 9-99.

The Despot’s Apprentice is an urgent exploration
of the unique threat that Trump poses to global
democracy—and how to save it from him before
it’s too late.
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Johnny Ball

Henry Valerga

“A Boy From Red Sands” by Enriquito
16.00 at The Convent / £12 / £8

Wonders Beyond Numbers - A Brief
History of all things Mathematical.
16.00 at John Mackintosh Hall / £15 / £11
Johnny will show just how simple our
mathematical world could and should be,
if it were explained in his uncluttered and
enthusiastic style. We start with Russian
Multiplication which he met aged 8, but which
has its basis in Binary Maths, which underpins all
of today’s modern communications technology,
but is seldom taught or even explained.
His story of the history of mathematics finds
links to our modern world, time after time.
A sailor might work out how far the horizon
is without realizing the same maths guides a
cannon ball to its target or a space craft to Mars.
But Mathematics is only part of this rich and
varied talk; Johnny features a globe and shows
how Columbus had no idea how big the world
was, but that with a globe in our homes for easy
reference, we would all soon understand the
world to a far greater extent.
He shows how genius is within us all, which
is why an artist who had never built anything
erected the largest masonry dome in the world
which builders had declared impossible, while
a more famous artist discovered maths and
could no longer stand the sight of a paint brush.
Finally, he shows that possibly our greatest
scientific genius, in making his greatest ever
discovery, universal gravitation, actually read
just two books.

“Of all the books in the world ~ the best stories
are found between the pages of a Passport”
One sunny morning in the spring of 2012, whilst
sifting through a pile of old, uncompleted poems
and song lines, scribbled over the years onto
patchy scraps of paper, then stacked away and
neglected inside an even older shoe box, I came
across my first passport.
As I riffled through its pages, each pair of ‘Entry
and Exit’ rubber-stamp, inked impressions
seemed to be calling for its story to be told; each
wanting clarification on the comings and goings
of its intermezzo.
And as the fountain of interwoven memories
began to sprout the minutiae of my everyday
existence, it became clear to me how significant
these dates had actually been at that stage of my
life. Each stamping represented a reflection of
an episode, a time, which had been lived through
at an age where much raw experimentation and
discovery had been carried out.
As I began the task of chronicling the stampings,
I realized that more needed to be said about
my early life. And so, the more I tapped on
the keypad, the more I found myself being
captivated by the experience of going back in
time and reliving events that had taken place so,
so long ago.
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Capurro, history with a clear vision for the future.
Established in 1876, long before the first mass production motor car was invented,
Arturo Maria Capurro, (the company founder) began the business by supplying coal to
steam-powered ships from Gibraltar, shortly after the business expanded to shipping
and insurance provision; an associate company Capurro Insurance & Investments, is still
going strong in the insurance sector, with over a century of experience offering a wide
range of Insurance products, from motor, to marine and commercial insurance.
It was not until the early 1920s when the company began its first motoring activity
by becoming Importers for the Ford Motor Company – a business which pioneered the
mobility in Gibraltar and vehicle exports from Gibraltar - supplying Ford T Models to an
undeveloped Spain & neighboring markets. By the mid-1930s, the company began its
long-term relationship with the predecessors of the then motor giants Austin Morris,
which later became Austin Rover, Land Rover etc... During the Second World War, it was
very active supplying Austin Morris vehicles to UK & US bases in North Africa and Spain,
through its sales offices in Rota.
Shortly after the end of WWII, A.M. Capurro became Importers for Land Rover in 1948:
the very same year Land Rover, synonymous for its 4x4 capability, gave birth to the iconic
Land Rover Defender at the Amsterdam Motor show.
Gedime Motors Limited our sister company represent Mercedes-Benz since 1951. We
are also official dealers of Mitsubishi Motors with their own dedicated personnel and
premises.
AMC Credit is our finance company, established to provide our customers with flexible
and competitive vehicle finance, as well as personal and commercial loans.
Already a key player in Gibraltar, at AMC-TFS we offer Jaguar Land Rover vehicles to
Tourist, Tax-Free and Diplomatic customers in Europe and further afield.
Capurro is not standing still by any means, we are investing in a completely new and
market leading Jaguar Land Rover facility; a radical renovation that will see our familiar
marble façade converted into a state of the art Jaguar Land Rover home for our loyal and
future customers.
With a team of over 100 colleagues, The Capurro Group has been humbly committed to
serving you, our customers and friends for many years; we look forward to looking after
you for many more!
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Festival Closing Dinner
Festival Closing Dinner at The Univeristy of Gibraltar

19.30 at The University of Gibraltar / £130
The Oxford Cultural Collective is proud to
present the closing dinner of the sixth Gibunco
Gibraltar International Literary Festival. Dinner
will be hosted by acclaimed food writer Diana
Henry, and the menu will be drawn from her
latest book, How to Eat a Peach.
Diana Henry is an award-winning food writer,
journalist and broadcaster. She is the Sunday
Telegraph’s food writer and has a column in
Stella, the newspaper’s magazine. She also
writes a monthly column in BBC Good Food
Magazine and writes regularly for House &
Garden and Red. Diana was named Cookery
Writer of the Year in both 2013 and 2015’s
prestigious Fortnum & Mason Food & Drink
Awards. She has also three times been awarded
‘Cookery Journalist of the Year’ by the Guild of
Food Writers.
It was on moving to London after university that Diana really found her culinary stride. Living in a flat
surrounded by Greek and Turkish shops, Diana would while away weekends on the Edgware Road,
with its Middle Eastern cafes, hubba-bubba pipes and mint tea. During the week, Diana worked at
the BBC as a TV producer making arts and human interest documentaries (in the cookery field she
eventually worked on many of Hugh Fearnley- Whittingstall’s series) and she spent her weekends
cooking her way through Claudia Roden’s ‘Book of Middle Eastern Food’, Julia Child’s ‘Mastering the
Art of French Cooking’ and Alice Water’s ‘Chez Panisse Menu Cookbook’. It was only many years and
a Leith’s cookery course later that, as the mother of an eight month old baby, Diana turned to food
writing as a career, and she’s never looked back.
She is the author of ten books including ‘Crazy Water, Pickled Lemons’, ‘Cook Simple’, ‘Roast Figs,
Sugar Snow’, ‘Food from Plenty’, ‘Salt, Sugar, Smoke’, ‘A Change of Appetite’ and ‘A Bird in the Hand’.
‘Simple’ is her tenth. ‘A Bird in the Hand’ was a Top 10 Bestseller and also won a prestigious James
Beard Award in March 2016. Her latest, ‘How to Eat a Peach’ was published to great acclaim in 2018.
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Panorama is a daily newspaper. It was founded in December 1975 by journalist Joe Garcia who has
edited it since then. It was first published as a weekly, becoming a daily in 2002. There must be few
daily papers in the world in magazine size! It was the first Gibraltar newspaper to establish an
online edition, that was in 1997.
The first edition in 1975, published a month after General Franco’s death in Spain, reported on
references about Gibraltar by the then Spanish King. The present king has made references recently
about Gibraltar at the United Nations. Nothing has changed in over 40 years!

Gibraltar’s compact daily newspaper
Publishing Partner

Says Wikipedia: “Joe Garcia was the first Gibraltarian journalist to receive an award in The Queen’s
Honours List for his services to journalism in Gibraltar and overseas. He has written extensively
about |Gibraltar in publications abroad, such as the London Financial Times (for 25 years) and
Spain’s leading daily El Pais (for 10 years).”
As general publishers, the company has some 20 titles to its credit, ranging from glossy magazines,
including an airline onflight magazine, to the Gibraltar Who’s Who.
Gibraltar’s first Director of Education Dr H.W. Howes wrote a book called ‘The Gibraltarian’ which
traced the origin and development of the people of Gibraltar. In a preface he noted: “In view of the
historical significance and strategic value of Gibraltar, it is somewhat surprising that there has
never been a systematic study of the origin and development of its population.” That was in 1951,
and the book was of limited circulation. We acquired its copyright in 1982 and published two
subsequent editions.
While Dr Howes’ valuable work was mainly of a statistical nature in seeking to establish the ethnic
roots of the Gibraltar population since it became British, in 1994 we went on to publish ‘Gibraltar:
The making of a people’ by Dr Joseph J. Garcia, the first in-depth history of the political and
constitutional development of Gibraltar and its people.
Two editions have been published.
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GibraltarCrystal_Literaryad.pdf

Gibraltar Crystal was established in 1995. Our premises, at the entrance to Main Street,
are in the heart of Gibraltar and its renowned shopping district. All our products are
entirely handmade and this allows us the flexibility to custom make pieces at very
reasonable prices.
Enthused by our concept and ethos, renowned glass makers Paul Alexander, Stuart Quick
and Stuart Shute joined us at our inception. By September 1996 we were supplying
prestigious retailers in the United Kingdom such as Dickens & Jones of Regent Street,
The Royal Horticultural Society, Selfridges, and some House of Fraser stores, amongst
others. However, demands made by these retailers pulled the company in a direction
that was contrary to our original concept so in the spring of 1999 we “refocused”. Our
ability to manufacture custom made pieces and ship them directly to clients, as well
as undertaking high quality corporate work became our forte. We have customers from
Australia, Japan, Saudi Arabia, United Kingdom, and the United States - our largest client
base.
Many of our corporate clients are major players in Gibraltar’s gaming, legal and financial
industries. We, also, regularly work with international clients. A commission undertaken
for Her Majesty’s Royal Yacht Britannia is a particular source of pride.
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Proudly handmade in Gibraltar
Grand Casemates, Gibraltar
T: +350 20050136
E: info@gibraltarcrystal.com

www.gibraltarcrystal.com
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The John Mackintosh
Educational Trust

Please share your experience on our
social media platforms
#VisitGibraltar #Giblitfest

The John Mackintosh Trust was set up following
the death of Mr John Mackintosh in 1940, who
made his fortune in Gibraltar supplying coal to the
Royal Navy. His widow, Mrs Victoria Mackintosh,
then began to implement all bequests and works
that were to be carried out as stipulated in John
Mackintosh’s Will. This included the building of
three homes for the elderly, a new wing for the
hospital and the John Mackintosh Hall which
houses a library, theatre, meeting and conference
facilities and a girls’ secondary school.
The Main Square of the City of Gibraltar, overlooked
by the Parliament House and the City Hall, is
named in honour of Mr Mackintosh.
John Mackintosh saw the need to foster educational
links with the United Kingdom and to promote
the teaching of the English language and of English history and literature. Education and
specifically professional qualifications were largely the preserve of the rich; those – who like
John Mackintosh’s family – could afford to send their children to private schools in England.
Provision was made in the will for bursaries and grants to be given to children whose parents
were resident in Gibraltar. Initially, applications were invited to enable parents to educate their
children at private schools in England. With the advent of established Government schools
in Gibraltar, this evolved into supporting further and higher education and the attainment of
professional qualifications for Gibraltarians.
Victoria Mackintosh awarded educational scholarships from the start of the Trust, but prior
to 1959 no record exists of who or how much each student received. The John Mackintosh
Educational Trust was formally set up in 1972, and over the years, a total sum of £1.2 million
has been awarded, benefiting more than 390 young Gibraltarians.

SHARE GIBRALTAR
WITH THE WORLD

The John Mackintosh Educational Trust has not only helped individuals but has awarded grants
to Gibraltar’s Secondary Schools to help fund trips for sixth-formers. The Royal Shakespeare
Company was also sponsored by the Trust when it came to Gibraltar in 1998 and contributions
to sponsoring ‘Shakespeare 4 Kidz’ were made in the three consecutive years to 2010. Since
2015 the Trust has contributed to sponsoring The Young Shakespeare Company, this year alone
over 2500 students have benefited from the Company’s production of ‘Macbeth’. In 2012 a
grant of £10,000 was made to the John Mackintosh Hall Library for the purchase of books.
The John Mackintosh Educational Trust continues to provide grants for educational purposes
to this day and is pleased to sponsor the events for children and young people at the Gibunco
Gibraltar International Literary Festival 2018 as it has done since its inception in 2014, to
ensure that such events are free of charge.
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The Gibunco Group of companies is very pleased to continue to support the Gibraltar
Literary Festival 2017.
The Gibunco Group has over 50 years’ experience in the diverse marine industry. From
our roots as a ship hull and propeller cleaning service in Gibraltar – to today’s major
player in ship bunkering and underwater ship maintenance, we have become the most
prominent private enterprise in Gibraltar, and one of the leading companies in the
western Mediterranean.
Gibunco Group, firmly based in Gibraltar, encompasses SCAMP Fuel Conservation
Worldwide Network (providing worldwide underwater engineering and hull cleaning),
Gibunco Ship Agency owning/operating a fleet of dedicated harbour crafts and workboats. The Group is also effectively involved in fuel supplies at sea and inland and also
provides property development ashore.

Every book
is a journey.

Scamp Underwater Worldwide Network provides hull cleaning, propeller polishing,
underwater repairs and inspections/surveys from over 280 locations worldwide, managed
from a single coordination centre in Gibraltar. The Scamp global network allows flexibility
and can mobilise an expert team anywhere in minimum time to meet customer demands.
Gibunco Ship Agency, one of the largest ship agency in Gibraltar is also active in the
ports of Ceuta, Algeciras and the Canary Islands, delivering high quality, efficient and cost
effective services to the shipping industry, targeted at saving time and money. Bringing
together unrivalled professional expertise and a customer focused approach, Gibunco
Ship Agency works to meet your agency needs and ensure your ships are better prepared
for the journey ahead. Our reputation for exceptional customer service makes us the
natural choice for ship operators worldwide operating in the Strait of Gibraltar and the
Canary Islands.

Proud sponsors of the

Gibraltar International
Literary Festival

Having built solid foundations for over 50 years, Gibunco Group’s long term expertise,
innovative solutions and enviable global networks will ensure the Group remains at the
forefront of its industry for many years to come

www.gibunco.com
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PRESTIGIOUS

OFFICE SUITES

Luxury Office Space in Gibraltar
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The Europort Office Complex was built in 1990.
It is a magnificent commercial complex of modern
design which dominates the Gibraltar waterfront
looking onto the harbour and the bay area offering
an ideal working environment.
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Europort is the largest and leading office address in
Gibraltar. It is conveniently situated within ten minutes
working distance of the town centre with numerous
amenities on its doorstep.
The versatility of the design is reflected in the office space
available, from small office suites to entire floors offering
tremendous flexibility for fitting out to individual
requirements.

+350 20076579

info@europort-gibraltar.com

www.europort-gibraltar.com
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Gibraltar Backgammon Championship
February

Gibraltar Tradewise Chess Open
January - February

Calentita Food Festival
June

MTV GIbraltar Calling
September

#VISITGIBRALTAR
REQUEST A BROCHURE
GIBRALTAR TOURIST BOARD
e:information@tourism.gov.gi
t:+350 200 45000

THE

GIBRALTAR
INTERNATIONAL
LITERARY FESTIVAL

Gibunco Gibraltar International Literary Festival
November
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The Prior Park Foundation is a family of three high-achieving, co-educational Christian
Catholic schools, with Prior Park School being the latest addition to the family. Our
ethos is to encourage our pupils to become confident, capable, compassionate and
Independent-minded young people.
The original school and former home of Ralph Allen, is a beautiful Mansion set in a large
estate overlooking the World Heritage City of Bath. It has since spread across various
sites and now has a student body of 600 and is regarded as one of the most successful
Independent Catholic boarding and day schools in the UK.
In the past few years, the decision was made to expand the school overseas and after a
very successful collaboration between many parties, a huge amount of hard work and
sensitive renovation of the former Sacred Heart School, Prior Park School opened its
doors to students in Gibraltar in September 2016. The new school operates on a beautiful
campus in the Old Town, high above the noise of the city, and offers day schooling for
years 8 to 13, with a brand new Sixth Form now offering A Level courses for older students.
Prior Park School has a clear vision that enables every student to share in the life of the
group of schools and to feel empowered to develop their talents in many different ways.
We want our students to be rooted in the Christian Values of consideration, compassion,
kindness, service, contribution to others and an openness to God on which they can build
their lives and which will be their inspiration in good times and comfort in bad.
Registration for September 2019 is now open and we would urge any parent considering
Prior Park School for their son or daughter to register as soon as possible. We welcome
visits from prospective parents and students to come to the school and find out what we
offer...’An Education for Life’.

Prior Park School
An Education for Life
Proud to support
Gibraltar International Literary Festival

Join us at our next Open Door day,
call today to find out more
12-18 Day Co-educational Catholic Senior School

Tel: 200 62006
Email: mshatwell@priorparkschools.com

www.priorparkgibraltar.com
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The Saccone & Speed (Gibraltar) Group of Companies can trace its roots to 1839, when
James Speed started trading in Gibraltar as a wine merchant. Nearly a decade later,
by 1850, Jerome Saccone had also established his own wines and spirits business. They
competed with each other for the remainder of the century, and by 1908 the two rivals
merged and incorporated in England as Jerome Saccone & James Speed & Co. Limited.
They also incorporated Saccone & Speed Limited in Gibraltar in 1949.
The business has evolved over the last 177 years and over its existence, Saccone & Speed
became a major supplier of the Royal Navy in various ports across the Mediterranean and
the world as well as suppling the Diplomatic Corps in various countries, a role it played
until the
1970s.
In 1962 Saccone & Speed was acquired by Courage Limited and was a member of British
Plc’s until 1987, when Saccone & Speed (Gibraltar) Limited came home.
The Group has a diversified business platform and the core business is Saccone & Speed
(Gibraltar) Limited which continues to supply wines, spirits, beverages and tobacco to
shops, bars, restaurants and other businesses in Gibraltar.
Another member of the Group, Charles Gaggero and Company Limited is the second
oldest franchised bottler for The Coca Cola Company in the world (outside the USA) and
has been a continuous bottler since 1949.
The Group also distributes frozen, ambient and chilled food as well as over the counter
medication and home and personal care products, under the name Abrines.
The Group also diversified into the Iberian Peninsula by establishing Casemates Iberia
S.A., in 2006.
The Groups origins have always been in retail and in 2015 The Cellar, a dedicated wine
shop was established in Irish Town, the same street where Jerome Saccone had started
his business 176 years earlier.
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Balancing study and life – a sustainable approach
EY understands the need to promote the value of balancing work and life. Each year
the Gibraltar office has taken part in Sustainability Week, an EY project that is globally
recognised for highlighting the importance of living sustainably as individuals and as
businesses.
During each annual week, the EY Gibraltar team organise a range of activities and
initiatives focusing on the year’s theme. This has included fresh fruit being delivered each
day for staff to encourage awareness of the importance of healthy eating habits and a
competition for the most kilometres tracked by a staff member during Sustainability
Week. Using Smartphones, with a version of a “Health” app installed, participants were
able to automatically track their steps by day or by week. Staff were encouraged to walk
to work, take a walk on their lunch break, hit the gym or go for a run.

Is your business
ready for what
doesn’t exist yet?
Our Global Alumni Survey revealed one of your
concerns is building confidence in a digital
world. Discover how looking at digital from
every angle delivers better business results.
ey.com/alumni #EYAlumni
ey.com/gi
+350 200 13 200
info@gi.ey.com

© 2018 EYGM Limited. All Rights Reserved. ED None.

Whilst business has become increasingly adept at bringing a focus of sustainability onto
staff it might be claimed that it has not always managed the same emphasis with school
children, the future of all firms. Over the years it has been running, the Gibunco Gibraltar
International Literary Festival has succeeded in supporting schools to bring learning out
of the classroom and into homes and the wider environs of Gibraltar and EY has been
keen to support this.
This has included a gift to all pre-school children in 2014 of the book Happy Hooves,
Ta Dah! by Gibraltar resident, Anna Bogie and the EY Author’s Trail last year. This year
they are launching a new initiative that seeks to symbolise the vital link between the
classroom, the written word and the need for a sustainable approach to learning. The
focus this year will be on year three students so keep an eye on the media for more
details.
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The magazine has been operating for 22 years, which speaks volumes for our forwardthinking team who strive to take a fresh direction each month, as well as our loyal
readership and confidence of advertisers.
Thank you, Gibraltar.
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leisure

scene

We have pledged to support the wealth of local talent on the Rock, constantly promoting
young artists, musicians, authors and entrepreneurs and presenting what’s on around
the Rock. In the business section, we focus on finance, property, and gaming industries.
Embracing the latest technology and updating our website daily, we’re able to provide
increased and up-to-the-minute information.

life

Every month, 100 pages are packed with gripping features from a cross-section of the
Gibraltarian community in business, culture and leisure. With an extremely effective
distribution network and our own branded stands for increased visibility and ease of
access, copies are distributed to the arrivals and departures areas in the airport and ferry
terminals; the frontier; the ICC; The WTC; Atlantic Suites; Morrisons; Eroski; the Rock Hotel;
every room at the Caleta and Elliott Hotels; restaurants; bars; businesses and Casemates
Square as well as London and Brussels.

business

The Gibraltar Magazine is your monthly business, entertainment, and lifestyle source.
Providing the community with the latest breaking news and quality content since 1995.

Launched in 1992 by brothers Charles and John Bosano, Insight is now Gibraltar’s longest
established magazine (and the 3rd longest running publication on the Rock after the two
daily papers), with over 24 years experience, and a well recognised brand name, both in
print and online. The very first edition was published in June 1992 and our main feature
was an exclusive interview that John did with legendary guitarist Carlos Santana. Carlos
was in Gibraltar to perform in concert with his band at the Victoria Stadium, this being
the highlight of a series of sporting, cultural and entertainment events that were held in
Gibraltar under the banner of Rock ‘92.
The technology used in the publishing and marketing profession has changed so much
in almost a quarter of a century that it’s difficult, if not impossible, to explain to the
younger generation who were either too young to remember or not even born yet in 1992.
Modern digital and on-line technology now seems like nothing short of miraculous. The
processing power of modern computers and the sophistication of the software allows for
almost limitless possibilities.
Insight aims to inform and entertain its readers in Gibraltar and abroad with a diverse
range of subject matter, such as current affairs, personality profiles, culture, health &
well-being, travel, social issues, entertainment, heritage, sports and business.
Insight Magazine also appears on our exact digital copy at www.insightgibraltar.com
where readers and flick through the virtual pages on Insight, plus read back issues on our
Archives section.
Insight also has a very popular Facebook page (Gibraltar Insight) and Twitter account
(inGibSight) which we utilise on a daily basis to promote articles, company profiles and
adverts that appear on the magazine as well an Instagram (Insightgibraltar) presence.

MEDIA LIMITED
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1710039 NASUWT Advert.qxp_Layout 1 19/10/2017 16:28 Page 1

NASUWT
The Teachers’ Union

Campaigning for

solidarity, equality, fairness and justice
The NASUWT sends its warmest
greetings to everyone at the
Gibraltar Literary Festival
‘Education exists for the benefit of the individual.
But public education serves a wider social purpose. It exists for
the good of all individuals and the good of society.’
(NASUWT Maintaining World Class Schools Report)

www.nasuwt.org.uk
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The first commemorative issue was released in 1935. The release of such issues were
confined up to 1966 to Crown Agents ‘Omnibus’ issues and marked events of international
interest. Since 1966 subjects of a predominantly local flavour have been chosen though
international events are also featured.
Gibraltar Stamps have therefore been issued during five different reigns:

25/10/2018

12:51

The Gibraltar Philatelic Bureau is proud to
sponsor the Gibunco Gibraltar
International Literary Festival 2018
www.gibraltar-stamps.com

On the 1st January 1886 the Government of Gibraltar assumed control of its Postal
Services. As an interim measure, Bermuda stamp plates were overprinted with ‘Gibraltar’
using different colours. These were replaced by Gibraltar’s own design in December of
that same year.
Gibraltar’s stamps were used with peseta values from 1889 to 1898 since trade was
carried out in this currency. Stamp designs were rather stereotyped until 1931 when,
at the Governor’s request, Captain Garrood, Gibraltar’s Crown Surveyor and Engineer,
produced the first pictorial Definitive.
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Queen Victoria 1886-1901
King Edward VII 1901-1910
King George V 1910-1936
King George VI 1936-1952
Queen Elizabeth II 1953-present
All the stamps issued during those reigns may be viewed on www.gibraltar-stamps.com
Today Gibraltar continues to adopt a conservative stamp issuing policy thus maintaining
its high reputation amongst the philatelic fraternity. Gibraltar stamps are highly collected
worldwide and the Gibraltar Philatelic Bureau proudly despatched its stamps to collectors
in over 60 countries worldwide from their offices.
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George Bassadone’s great grandfather came to Gibraltar from Genoa in the 1860s he
came here to work in the civil port, via the UK Colonial Office, but it was his son Alfred
who founded the business that still bears the name A. Bassadone (1904) Ltd, just over a
hundred years ago.
Alfred Bassadone began his working life at the Anglo-Egyptian Bank in Irish Town,
opposite the police station (it was later taken over by Barclays) but came up against a
snag. He wanted to get married and it was a condition of employment, standard in banks
in those days, that he had to get the manager’s permission before he could do so. He was
shocked when his boss vetoed the proposal, or banned the banns, and an angry young
Alfred handed in his notice. Had it not been for that, the present day Bassadone Group
might never have been born.
In 1904 cars weren’t particularly prevalent and he went into the clothing business retailing in quite a big way, and later becoming a supplier of fresh fruit and eggs to the
Navy as well. It wasn’t until 1927 that the business imported its first car, a Peugeot.
Bassadone are still the agents for Peugeot, along with Toyota, Hyundai, Kia, Honda,
Suzuki and SsangYong.
The first showroom was in Line Wall Road, where the car business remained until Alfred’s
son George (father of the present George) took out a lease from the War Office on a plot
in Devil’s Tower Road, where the company is still based.
Since then the Bassadone Group has expanded, with many facets not visible to the
general public, 4,000 Toyotas are supplied yearly to the United Nations and NGO’s the
biggest part of the business. Each vehicle arrives in Gibraltar and on average 15 hours
modification work are done e.g. fitting bull bars, communications equipment, ambulance
conversions etc.
The group consists of 9 wholly owned companies and is active in Finland, The Baltic
States, United Kingdom, Spain and Gibraltar
Bassadone is now the biggest supplier of stock vehicles to the UN in the world; it’s
a niche market that has been developed due to the quality of service, expertise and
speedy accurate response to enquiries. It is one of the biggest local employers, currently
employing 230 staff. Bassadone Automotive Group was awarded the Investors in People
(IiP) standard in 2007 and went on to be accredited with the IiP Gold and Champion
Status in 2014.
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The Chronicle began life as a military owned, military minded news sheet for the serving officers
of the Garrison. Some 215 years ago, in the early months of 1801, five regiments of Foot from the
Gibraltar Garrison were hurriedly shipped to Egypt to face the threat of Napoleon, First Consul
of France. They left behind their womenfolk and children. Official casualty lists and news were
slow and scanty at the time, although all the news received was posted on a notice board in the
Gibraltar Garrison Library. So much interest was created it was decided to make the information
available to the public.
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The Gibraltar Chronicle has been at the heart the community for over 215 years. Today, considered a
long-standing institution, it remains a close observer of the Rock’s political and community events,
documenting the life of Gibraltar and its people. It is an independent, non-partisan newspaper that
publishes balanced, accurate reporting alongside informed, responsible opinion.

Gib

215 years of history...
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On May 4th 1801, a bulletin headed “Continuation of the Intelligence from Egypt” was printed at
the Garrison Library Press with four pages, the first three both in English and French. The fourth
gave the names and regiments of officers who had fallen since they had landed in Egypt.
A second edition was printed on 8th of May 1801 after which it was published weekly every Friday
and was first published as the Gibraltar Chronicle on the 15th of May.
Production over the years, as its pages doubled and tripled, has never been interrupted. It has had
a continuous run since its inception.
Famed for its scoop on the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805, the news of the battle reached London over
a week after local publication.
As recently as the 1990s, the newspaper was still owned by a trust composed of serving officers of
the Gibraltar Garrison Library.
For over two centuries, the Chronicle’s reporters have covered many major stories.
They are too numerous to list but include the mystery of the Mary Celeste; the sinking of the
Utopia; John Lennon and Yoko Ono’s wedding; the closure and re-opening of the frontier; the
IRA shooting; the HMS Tireless saga; Gibraltar winning Miss World; Gibraltar’s UEFA and FIFA
membership; and the EU referendum.
Today, facing the challenges of the social media age, the Chronicle’s small but dedicated staff
continues to deliver the news in keeping with the core values that have defined this newspaper for
over two centuries.
Its print edition - backed online with a digital version too - is published six days a week, but major
breaking stories are covered online 24/7.
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At the heart of the community
Follow us on
and
@GibChronicle
or visit www. chronicle.gi
Contact us on: news@chronicle.gi features@chronicle.gi - advertising@chronicle.gi
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the other side of gibraltar
• Winner of Gibraltar’s Leading Hotel
Award since 2009

• Health & Beauty Club - voted
Gibraltar’s Leading Spa Award 2015

• Gibraltar’s AA highest graded hotel 81% merit score

• Excellent conference & banqueting
facilities - voted Gibraltar’s Leading
Conference Centre Award 2016
• Nunos contemporary Italian restaurant 2 Rosette AA Culinary Award since 2006 • Friendly staff and unsurpassed service
• Bay View Lounge & Bistro offering
international cuisine with views across
the Med

T: (+350) 200 76501
E: reservations@caletahotel.gi
www.caletahotel.com

• Stylish rock & sea view rooms and suites
and self catering apartments

caletagibraltarhotel
201
Gibraltar's Leading
Hotel

@caletahotelgbz

2015
Gibraltar's Leading
Spa
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beauty
MAKE YOUR

WISHES COME TRUE
AT S M S E R U YA

SMSeruya Ltd is Gibraltar’s leading luxury retailer.
A family business that was established in the 1850s with its origins in the import of
leaf tabacco from Cuba.The business has evolved over the years in pursuit of luxury and
excellence of customer service.
SMSeruya now prides itself in bringing to Gibraltar the lastest offer of international
premium and exclusive brands in perfumes and cosmetics. SMSeruya makes a continous
investment in training its staff and in keeping its stores to the highest standards.
It is always our aim is to give all our customers, local and visitors the best shopping
experience.

M A I N S T R E E T G I B R A LTA R ,
TEL: (+350) 20078806 / 20044026
E M A I L : smseruya@smseruya.com
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The Garrison
Libraryof&Gibraltar
Festival Bookshop
The University
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent

The Garrison Library & Festival Bookshop
John Mackintosh Hall
The Convent
The University of Gibraltar

is located at Europa Point by the Trinity
Lighthouse & can be reached by bus
route108
number 2
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